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EXCEL ERECTING INSTRUCTIONS 

The following instructions are intended as a steir 

by-step guide to help you erect your Conway Main Cabin 

unit. Please read your Owners Manual thorough· Kitchen Instructions 
ly where you will find other helpful information Awning Instructions 
within the section on pitching. 

1-11

12-15

16-21

l. Apply handbrake and level trailer by means of jocky 2. Remove transit caver. Open rear doors, remove winding
wheel. handle and lower the four earner steadies.

3. Fold out the bed boards and ensure that the legs hinge
carrecriy to the ground.

NOTE: Corner steadies should not be used as jacks to level
the unit. (please see pitching instructions.)

4. Adjust the heights of the bed legs if necessary to level
bed.



5. Release left and right hand centre 'K frame ports from
rubber retaining bonds and button clip together at the
centre.

7. Step inside the trailer, push out bed end supports to first

button clip and repeat for the central support uprights bock

and front.

6. Pull canvas down from the roof at the front of the trailer.
Open the door zip at the rear of the trailer.

8. Close trailer and canvas doors. Pull canvas over bed ends
and hook elasticated canvas sides to cleats under the bed

boards.Attach velcro strips on the canvas to the plastic
mouldings on the trailer. Adjust the poles (shown in 7) as
necessary to tension canvas.



• 

9. Un clip waterproof protective cover from mattress and roll
bock, unbuckle webbing mattress retaining strops. Fit right
hand inner tent and separate roof liner by hooking to roof
poles.

l l. To convert left hand bed to a bench seat, hinge up 
backiest support frame and lower top bar to short position. 
Fit the two support poles in brackets on 1he bed board and 
clip to bar. Reverse pocedure to fold down. 

l 0. Fit left hand inner tent ensuring back rest support poles 
fit 1hrough slot in base of inner tent, extend frame and !hen 
hinge down flat and fit mattresses for use as a bed. 
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12. Open the back doors of the trailer and roll back the 
canvas door. 

EXCEL KITCHEN INSTRUCTIONS 

13. Swing the door support bar out and click in position.
The door will click into the bar and hold firmly.

14. Pick up the compact kitchen and lower onto the door. 15. Click the gas pipe to the top of the cupboard making
The rails will locate against the back of the kitchen unit. sure it is secure.
The kitchen can also be used on top of the storage
cupboard.
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16. Take awning frame from bag and layout as shown.
Assemble 'A' frame and hook in three roof support poles to
main cabin.

18. Take canvas from bag and lay out over roof poles.

20. Lift front frame to full height, zip on awning skirt and
fit draught skirt.

EXCEL AWNING INSTRUCTIONS 

17. Fit front ' K frame with legs'broken' and connect 2 side
roof poles to front frame.

19. Pull canvas up roof poles and zip on awning canvas to
main canvas, ensure canvas zip cover is pulled over zip.

21. Pull canvas over front, fit stub canopy poles then
tension roof poles, peg out canvas, remembering to peg out
elasticated zip cover.




